Fennig Equipment, an agricultural equipment innovator in the areas of cover crop application, along with seed and fertilizer placement, located in Coldwater, Ohio, is hiring for the position of Agricultural Equipment Service Technician. Qualified candidate should have knowledge of electronic equipment, and computer hardware and software, including applications and programming. Candidate must be able to determine causes of operating errors and calibrate equipment to operate correctly and efficiently. Must have the ability to install and repair monitors and other technical equipment on farm equipment, and insure proper set up and operation. Job responsibilities will require on site set up along with service calls to local farms. Will assist in assembly, installation, trouble shoot, and service all attachments, applications, and cover crop seeders. We will train. Must be able to weld and utilize various shop tools and machines and operate agricultural equipment.

Candidate should have a minimum of an Associate Degree in Agricultural Equipment Technology or related field with one to two years of work related experience. If interested, please submit resume to mike@fennigequipment.com. Or mail to Fennig Equipment, % Mike Fennig, 1456 St. Anthony Rd., Coldwater, OH  45828.